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Issue: INTERLOCAL AGREEMENT

Subject/Title:
Interlocal Agreement with the Nevada Division of Forestry

Recommended Action:
That the Board of County Commissioners approve the Interlocal Agreement with the Nevada Division of Forestry for Boulder City Conservation Easement Property Protection and Clean-up; and authorize the Chairman to sign the agreement; or take other action as appropriate.

Summary:
This interlocal agreement for Boulder City Conservation Easement (BCCE) Property Protection and Clean-up with the Nevada Division of Forestry (NDF) provides for trash removal, removal of cattle guards fence construction and repairs to existing fences.

NDF crews will remove seven cattle guards from select locations along US-95; construct approximately 100 linear feet of fencing to block openings where the cattle guards stood and construct approximately 2,700 linear feet of fencing, to include a gate, around the area known as the “Pet Cemetery” to prevent further illegal burial of deceased pets.

NDF provides a work program for offenders in the conservation camp system for the purpose of promoting and encouraging public conservation projects and as such, NDF crews are employed at heavily discounted labor rates as compared with other repair and fencing service providers.
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